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Description Fire Brigade Key Safe (FSS)

1) Notes

1.1 Notes on abbreviations
In the following text, the subsequent devices are stated using their respective abbreviation:
Central fire alarm system 	 BMZ
Fire brigade key safe 	 FSS
Central control unit 	 SZG
Installation frame for fire brigade key safe 	 EZ
Rimless installation frame for fire brigade key safe 	 EZ-RL
Surface-mounted frame 	 AZ
Cover over fire brigade lock 	 FW cover
Standard interior lighting in the fire brigade key safe to facilitate handling  	 IBL
Rain shield 	 RSD
Cover box for fire brigade key safe 	 IP 65/FSS
Vertical column for fire brigade key safe 	 S/FSS

1.2) Important notes:
The fire brigade key safe system has to be assembled by expert personnel only. The standards 
and/or guidelines of the company Bruno Eder GmbH have to be strictly complied with. Any assembly 
work has to be performed in a de-energised condition (supply voltage disconnected). Furthermore, 
the installation has to be checked before any voltage is applied. In order to ensure proper functioning 
of the fire brigade key safe system, any devices must be assembled and switched on according to the 
assembly instructions (item 5.2). It also has to be ensured that the devices are compatible with the 
environmental conditions. The fire brigade key safe system has to be inspected and maintained 
according to ÖNORM F3070.

2) General

2.1) Fire brigade key safe (FSS) Fig. 1
The FSS serves the storage of the secured object keys required for the fire brigade service, in order 
to get into the building without having to use force in case of an emergency.

2.2) Central control unit (SZG) Fig. 2
The SZG serves the execution of any control and monitoring processes in connection with the FSS. 
Any processes of the sequence are visually displayed at the SZG.

The devices stated above require the supply voltage from the fire detection system (12 or 24 volts) 
and may be connected to any commercially available fire detection systems. Please state the required 
voltage upon ordering. FSS and SZG comply with ÖNORM F3032 and were inspected by the "Test 
Centre for Fire Protection Engineering" (Prüfstelle für Brandschutztechnik) of the Austrian Federal 
Fire Service Association. 
 
3) Devices

3.1) Fire brigade key safe (FSS) Fig. 1
The FSS consists of a mechanically stable housing of steel (4 mm), the door of which (steel, 5 mm) is 
secured with two locks (fire brigade lock and customer lock). Fire brigade lock: the fire brigade lock is 
secured against vandalism with an electrically lockable cover (FW cover labelled with "Fire Brigade" 
(Feuerwehr)) and may be opened in case of an alarm only. The fire brigade lock is equipped with a 
profile cylinder. Customer lock: the customer lock is equipped with a profile half cylinder provided by 
the operator, the counter piece; the electric door opener is automatically unlocked in case of an alarm.
Object cylinder: installed in the interior of the FSS into an apparatus with electro-mechanical locking 
for secure object key insertion.
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3.2) Central control unit (SZG) Fig. 2
The SZG serves monitoring and controlling the fire brigade key safe (FSS); any processes are 
displayed using light-emitting diodes. There is the possibility to connect FSS and SZG to a burglary 
alarm system and monitor them.

3.3) FSS installation frame (EZ) Fig. 8/1, FSS rimless frame (EZ-RL) Fig. 9 or FSS surface-
mounted frame (AZ) Fig. 8/2
EZ: powder-coated housing of steel sheet for installation into brickwork and the like, with protruding 
base-plate against tearing-out. Rimless EZ: the same as EZ, however, without protruding base-plate 
for installation into a vertical column and the like. AZ: powder-coated housing for surface mounting.

3.4) Rain shield (RSD)
At exposed locations like metal, glass facades and the like, the assembly of the RSD is 
recommended.

3.5) Cover box IP 65/FSS
The cover box IP 65/FSS is intended for areas like tunnels, motorways, highways and the like, which 
are affected by particular surrounding and climatic conditions like grit, snow, rain, fog, etc.

3.6) Vertical column S/FSS
If the fire brigade key safe cannot be assembled in or at the facade, then the vertical column is 
recommended.

4) Function

4.1) Standby
FSS: cylinder locks installed (fire brigade, customer and object cylinder), object key properly inserted 
into the object cylinder, door of the FSS closed and locked, FW cover (in front of the fire brigade lock) 
engaged. SZG: green diode "Operation" (Betrieb) illuminated.
 
4.2) Fire alarm
Triggering of the SZG by a fire alarm from the BMZ, red diode "unlocked" (entriegelt) flashing.
FSS: FW cover unlocked, and following opening of the cover and actuation of the fire brigade lock, 
the customer lock is unlocked and the door can be pulled open; at the SZG, the diode "Door open" 
(Tür offen) illuminates; in the FSS, the standard interior lighting IBL comes on (Fig. 4); the object key 
inserted into the object cylinder is unlocked and may be turned anticlockwise and pulled out.
SZG: yellow diode "Key removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) illuminates; red diode "unlocked" 
(entriegelt) goes out. The FSS may now be closed and locked.

4.3) Condition following reset of the fire alarm
Following a reset of the BMZ, the FSS is unlocked via the SZG; diode "unlocked" (entriegelt) flashing 
and "Key removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) illuminated at the SZG; in the FSS, a reminder buzzer 
sounds for returning the object key. Locking of the object by the fire brigade. The FW cover of the 
FSS may be opened again and the FSS opened with the fire brigade key. The interior lighting IBL 
comes on again. Following inserting and turning the object key in the FSS, the reminder buzzer in the 
FSS stops and the interior lighting IBL goes out. The diodes "Key removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) 
and "unlocked" (entriegelt) at the SZG go out. Following closing and locking the door with the fire 
brigade key and closing the FW cover, the FSS cannot be opened anymore. At the SZG, the diode 
"Door open" (Tür offen) goes out. At the SZG, only the diode "Operation" (Betrieb) illuminates.
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4.4) Opening of the FSS by the operator without fire alarm
For servicing, exchange or installation of the object cylinder, the FSS may be opened without a fire 
alarm by the operator together with the fire brigade. Once the operator inserted the key, turned it 
clockwise and holds the key in the customer lock, the diode "unlocked" (entriegelt) flashes at the 
SZG; the FW cover is unlocked and may be opened; the fire brigade actuate their lock with the Fire 
brigade key and may now open the FSS; the interior lighting IBL comes on; the object key may be 
removed by turning and pulling it out. At the SZG, the diodes "Door open" (Tür offen) and "Key 
removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) illuminate. Following releasing and pulling off the customer key, the 
reminder buzzer sounds in the FSS for the object key to be returned. Following proper positioning of 
the object key (inserting and turning), the reminder buzzer in the FSS stops and the diodes "Key 
removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) and "unlocked" (entriegelt) go out. Following closing the door and 
locking by the fire brigade, as well as closing the FW cover, the diode "Door open" (Tür offen) goes 
out. At the SZG, only the diode "Operation" (Betrieb) illuminates.

4.5) Alarm triggering upon burglary
If the FW cover or the FSS door, respectively, are broken open with force, drilled open and the 
integrated anti-drilling device is damaged, an alarm signal is triggered at the SZG. If a burglary alarm 
system is connected, the alarm signal may be switched on.
 
5. Assembly

5.1) General
Assembly and commissioning of the fire brigade key safe system have to be executed by an 
authorised specialist company. Before starting any assembly work, check for the correct device 
version for the supply voltage (12 or 24 volts). The respective standards have to be complied with in 
any case. The FSS has to be assembled in coordination with the local fire brigade, preferably in a 
structurally weatherproof location (projecting roof, niches or the like). The connecting cable (red fire 
detection cable) between SZG and FSS should be laid in-wall and without interruptions, if possible. 
According to ÖNORM F 3032, the FSS should be assembled at a height of 0.8 m to 1.4 m above the 
ground. Installation into an installation frame (EZ), surface-mounted frame (AZ) or into a vertical 
column S/FSS is possible. For reasons of safety, the in-wall version should be preferred, if possible.

The following is required for the flush-mounted version:
Fire brigade key safe - FSS - 12 or 24 volts
Central control unit - SZG - 12 or 24 volts
Installation frame - EZ or rimless frame - EZ-RL

Vertical column S/FSS with installation frame EZ installed.

The following is required for the surface-mounted version:
Fire brigade key safe - FSS - 12 or 24 volts
Central control unit - SZG - 12 or 24 volts
Surface-mounted frame - AZ

For assembly, 2 profile half cylinders are required (customer lock and cylinder for insertion of the 
object key). The fire brigade cylinder is included in the scope of delivery.

5.2 Assembly instructions

5.2.1 Shifting of the installation frame
The installation frame EZ is shifted by the operator or a company authorised by the operator 
(chiselling out of the wall opening, immuring flush with the plaster, insertion of the connection cable 
into the opening provided).

5.2.2 Assembly of the surface-mounted frame (AZ)
The surface-mounted frame (AZ) may be assembled by the operator or a company authorised by the 
operator or our assembler using the 4 bolts and dowels included in the delivery.
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5.2.3 Assembly of the vertical column S/FSS
For assembly of the S/FSS, there is a separate assembly instruction, however, the operator or a 
company authorised by the operator has to shift the installation bracket of the S/FSS according to the 
assembly instruction for the S/FSS on site.
 
5.2.4 Assembly and connection of the FSS
In the FSS, depending on the cable entry (2 options from the rear, top or bottom), insert the closing 
plug or cable entry plug, respectively. Remove the two bolts of the object key cover (Fig. 4) and lift off 
the cover (Fig. 5). Position the FSS into the installation frame and insert the connection cable into the 
cable entry plug. Tighten the FSS using the washers and nuts (M10) included in the delivery. 
Respectively shorten the connection cable and connect it with the 10-pole clamps 5 to 13 (Fig. 6), 
with the indicator light installed in the FSS also clamp 14 (Fig. 3). Remove the bolt at the customer 
lock (Fig. 6).

Installation of the profile half cylinder for object key insertion.
Remove the 3 countersunk bolts of the cylinder mounting plate (Fig. 6). Pull out the mounting plate 
horizontally towards the front. Remove the installed temporary cylinder by unscrewing the fastening 
bolt. At the object cylinder, bring the cam in the same position (45 ° right bottom) as at the temporary 
cylinder and fasten it with the fastening bolt (Fig. 7). Re-insert the cylinder mounting plate and fasten 
it with the 3 countersunk bolts. Do not assemble the object key cover yet, likewise insert the object 
key upon commissioning only (in case of an error during switching on, it might not be possible to 
remove the object key)! At exposed assembly locations, we recommend the assembly of a rain shield 
RSD or cover box IP 65/FSS. The rain shield RSD is slid over the FSS from the rear before the FSS is 
inserted. The cover box IP 65/FSS is fastened with bolts over the assembled FSS. Possible for flush-
mounted and surface-mounted versions.

5.2.5 Assembly and switching-on of the SZG
Remove the two bolts of the SZG cover and remove the cover. Assemble the SZG using the 4 bolts, 
dowels and spacers included in the delivery directly at the central fire alarm system (BMZ). Insert the 
connection cable from the FSS and the connection cable from the BMZ into the cable entry provided 
and fasten them using the cable holder in the SZG. Respectively shorten both connection cables and 
connect them as follows:
Connection cable to the BMZ (BMLF-YAY 2 x 2 x 0.8):
Terminal clamps 1-4
Clamps 1 and 2: potential-free normally open contact
Clamp 3: +12 or +24 volts
Clamp 4: -12 or -24 volts
Connection cable to the FSS (BMLF 5 x 2 x 0.8):
Terminal clamps 5-13 (identical with allocation in the FSS)
(with the indicator light installed in the FSS also clamp 14)
Connection cable to the burglary alarm system, if present, (BMLF-YAY 2 x 0.8), allocate terminal 
clamps 15 and 16 (change-over contact can be changed by jumper).
Position the cover and fasten it with the two bolts.

5.2.6 Installation of the customer cylinder into the door
With the door of the FSS open, remove the cylinder fastening bolt, insert the key into the installed 
temporary cylinder and turn the key, until the cylinder can be pulled out. Readjust the cam of the 
object cylinder provided by the operator with the key into the same position as in the temporary 
cylinder (45 ° right bottom). Insert the customer cylinder into the lock and fasten it with the fastening 
bolt.
 
6. Commissioning

Prerequisite for commissioning is that the devices (FSS and SZG) have been properly installed and 
switched on according to the assembly instructions, customer and object cylinder have been installed 
and the supply voltage and potential-free contact (normally open contact) have been connected for 
triggering the fire alarm from the BMZ. FW cover open!
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6.1 Commissioning checklist

Opening using the customer key for servicing purposes:
1) Insert the customer key into the customer lock and turn it to the right up to the stop; keep the 
customer key in this position until the object key has been removed.
2) The red diode "unlocked" (entriegelt) flashes at the SZG. Close the FW cover and open it again 
(unlocking control).
3) Open the fire brigade lock with the fire brigade key and pull the door open; interior lighting IBL in 
the FSS comes on; diode "Door open" (Tür offen) at the SZG illuminated.
4) Turn the object key in the FSS anticlockwise and pull it out; diode "Key removed" (Schlüssel 
entnommen) at the SZG illuminated, red diode "unlocked" (entriegelt) goes out.
5) Release the customer key and pull it out. Reminder buzzer sounds in the FSS, diode "unlocked" 
(entriegelt) at the SZG flashing again.
6) Insert the object key and turn it clockwise up to the stop. Reminder buzzer in the FSS stops; diodes 
"unlocked" (entriegelt) and "Key removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) at the SZG go out. Object key 
cannot be removed anymore.
7) Close the door of the FSS and lock it with the fire brigade key; the door cannot be opened 
anymore; close the FW cover. The diode "Door open" (Tür offen) at the SZG goes out. The FSS is in 
standby again and only the diode "Operation" (Betrieb) illuminates.

Opening by means of an alarm from the central fire alarm system (BMZ):
1) Fire alarm triggered at the BMZ.
2) Red diode at the SZG "unlocked" (entriegelt) flashing, FW cover unlocked, open.
3) Operate the fire brigade lock with the fire brigade key and pull the door of the FSS open. The 
interior lighting IBL in the FSS comes on, the diode "Door open" (Tür offen) at the SZG illuminates.
4) Turn the inserted object key anticlockwise and pull it out; the diode "Key removed" (Schlüssel 
entnommen) at the SZG illuminates.
5) Close the door of the FSS and lock it with fire brigade key; close the FW cover.
6) Following the fire brigade emergency service, acknowledge the alarm at the BMZ; the red diode 
"unlocked" (entriegelt) at the SZG flashes; the FW cover of the FSS is unlocked. Lock the object with 
the object key.
7) Open the FW cover, unlock and open the door with the fire brigade key; interior lighting IBL comes 
on.
8) Insert the object key into the object cylinder and turn it clockwise; locked, cannot be removed 
anymore. The diode "Key removed" (Schlüssel entnommen) goes out.
9) Close the FSS door and lock it with the fire brigade key; cannot be opened anymore. Close the FW 
cover; locked. The diode "Door open" (Tür offen) goes out.
Standby. Only the diode "Operation" (Betrieb) illuminates at the SZG.
 
7. Technical data

7.1 Fire brigade key safe FSS
Design According to ÖNORM F3032
Material Housing	 steel, 4 mm
Front frame and door	 steel, 5 mm Colour RAL 7032, powder-coated
Cable entry 	 Rear of the housing
Terminal clamps 	 max. 2.5 mm²
Protection class 	 IP 44
Lock cylinder 	 Built-in half cylinder, L - 41 mm
Cam position 	 45 ° right bottom left
Ambient temperature 	 -25 ° to +60 °
Operating voltage  	 12 or 24 volts
Dimensions W x H x D 	 280 x 345 x 110 mm
Weight  	 11 kg
Special version in stainless steel possible
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7.2 Central control unit SZG
Design According to ÖNORM F3032
Material  	 Stainless steel, 2 mm
Terminal clamps 	 max. 2.5 mm²
Protection class  	 IP 30
Ambient temperature 	 0 ° to +50 °
Operating voltage 	 12 or 24 volts
Dimensions W x H x D 	 182 x 174 x 30 mm
Weight  	 1 kg

7.3 Installation frame EZ
Material 	 Steel sheet, 2 mm RAL 3000, powder-coated
Dimensions W x H x D 	 290 x 350 x 122 mm
Weight  	 4 kg

7.4 Rimless frame EZ-RL
Material 	 Steel sheet, 2 mm RAL 3000, powder-coated
Dimensions W x H x D 	 253 x 312 x 120 mm
Weight 	 4 kg

7.5 Surface-mounted frame AZ
Material  	 Steel sheet, 2 mm RAL 7032, powder-coated
Dimensions W x H x D 	 280 x 345 x 120 mm
Weight 	 4 kg

7.6 Rain shield RSD
Material 	 Steel sheet, 2 mm RAL 7032, powder-coated
Dimensions W x H x D 	 280 x 345 x 60 mm, sloping 10 mm
 
7.7 Cover box IP 65/FSS
Material 	 Plastic
Dimensions:
Flush-mounted version W x H x D 	 400 x 500 x 70 mm
Surface-mounted version W x H x D 	 400 x 500 x 200 mm

7.8 Vertical column for fire brigade key safe S/FSS
Material:  	 Stainless steel
Dimensions W x H x D 	 350 x 1600 x 200 mm

8) Maintenance fire brigade key safe
The maintenance of the fire brigade key safe system must only be performed by our Maintenance 
Division according to ÖNORM F3070.
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Fig. 8/1 Fig. 8/2

Fig. 7 Fig. 9




